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tions. In what sense can formal methods illuminate something as seemingly erratic 
as human behavior? Surely the mathematics is just an attempt to further the 
scientific posturing of economists? Or are economists entitled to its use? And do 
they manage, armed with these tools, to cut the social world at its joints? Ingrao 
and Israel pay attention to this set of problems, noting the initial attempts to draw 
analogies to classical mechanics, and later on, once the mathematics was firmly 
rooted (circa 1910), to recognize the constraining force of equilibrium analysis on 
economic questions. 
The primary virtue of this historical overview is its judicious treatment of the 
subject. While the authors are not scornful of the mathematical innovations, neither 
are they wildly enthusiastic. Their main theme is that the excessive use of mathe- 
matics has diverted attention from the empirical side of economics, a shortcoming 
that most economists would readily admit to, but which has not been demonstrated 
historically. On the other hand, considerable respect and admiration is shown for 
the initial Walrasian model and subsequent innovations, such as the treatment of 
n-body problems, and the development of axiomatic techniques. This book also 
helps to demonstrate why Walras is the hero of neoclassical ecnomics, even though 
he was severely chastised during his own lifetime. Historians of mathematics may 
be interested to learn of Walras’s correspondence with Hem-i Poincare, and the 
role of such luminaries as Benjamin Peirce and Josiah Willard Gibbs in the story. 
The translator, Ian McGilvray, has done an excellent job and the publishers are 
to be commended for such a handsome book. For readers of this journal, The 
Znuisible Hand serves as a very appropriate introduction to the field. Indeed, it is 
hard to imagine a better study of the subject. 
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In the 169Os, Jacob and Johann Bernoulli founded the calculus of variations. 
The present volume contains their 69 writings-hitherto unpublished-dating from 
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1692 up to 1718 which contributed to the development of this mathematical disci- 
pline. Herman Goldstine, the volume’s editor and the well-known author of the 
History of the Calculus of Variations [Goldstine 19801, added G. W. Leibniz’s 
paper, “Nova calculi differentialis applicatio” (published in 1694), on the integral 
calculus and on envelopes of one-parameter families of curves (pp. lgl--187), and 
B. de Fontenelle’s report (published in 1706) on a paper by Johann Bernoulli (pp. 
511-514). 
The editor begins by explaining his editorial policy. Considering the various 
versions of the texts, he decided to reproduce faithfully the original, first publica- 
tion of each text. These are arranged in chronological order since questions of 
priority played such an important role in the polemics between the two brothers. 
Goldstine transcribed the text as faithfully as possible, apart from some necessary 
exceptions relating especially to the historical mathematical notation. 
The introduction consists of 19 sections, which systematically explain the main 
topics and solutions. In a synoptic table of the polemical writings at the end of the 
volume, the reader also finds a column which lists the sections of the “Introduc- 
tion” where a given paper is discussed. 
The first three questions concern geometrical problems: envelopes of families 
of curves, caustics, de Beaune’s problem, and the solution ofdifferential equations. 
The eleven which follow deal mainly with the brachistochrone and isoperimetrical 
problems and set them in their historical and mathematical context. As a conse- 
quence, Galileo’s results and a discussion of Leibniz’s curve are included. In 1689, 
Leibniz proposed the following problem: Given a point A in a vertical plane, find 
the plane curve a heavy particle follows if it falls (under the action of gravity) with 
an initial velocity of (2 ga)“2 from A to a point P (on the curve) in the same time 
it moves uniformly in a straight line from A to P with the velocity (2 ga)“2. 
The last five chapters deal with geodesics, miscellaneous topics, orthogonal 
trajectories, zones of cycloids, and the integral calculus. 
The edition of the texts comprises 72 items, one-third of them belonging to Jacob 
Bernoulli’s mathematical diary “Meditationes.” They reflect the passions aroused 
in both brothers as a result of their fraternal quarrel. The commentary by Goldstine 
and the historical notes by P. Radelet-de Grave considerably facilitate the reading 
of these fascinating original sources. This well-documented volume is brought to a 
close by very useful indices: a name index, indices of Jacob and Johann Bernoulli’s 
works, and the above-mentioned synoptic table of the polemical writings. 
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